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Abstract

In this study, a privacy-preserving and verifiable elec-
tronic voting scheme is proposed based on a smart con-
tract that is cost-effective and practical. The scheme uses
electronic ballot as token for voting, and the smart con-
tract verifies accuracy of the ballot. First, an agent gen-
erates electronic ballot via ElGamal encryption scheme,
which is verified by the smart contract. The agent then
generates decryption parameters based on the electronic
ballot. Second, the agent assigns the electronic ballot to
a voter and shares the decryption parameters to all voters
with Shamir secret sharing scheme. Third, a voter gener-
ates and submits a vote that is the electronic ballot and
a public parameter to the smart contract. Finally, the
voter computes decryption data with the sum of decryp-
tion parameters restored by smart contract using shares
summary submitted from voters. The voter then com-
putes voting result via the homomorphic method with
the decryption data. Experiment illustrates correctness
and practicality of the proposed scheme.

Keywords: Block-Chain; Electronic Voting; Homomor-
phic Encryption; Smart Contract

1 Introduction

With the development and application of electronic tech-
nology, electronic voting (e-voting) has become an impor-
tant method in various elections across the world [14,28].
E-voting uses computer and communication network tech-
nology to conduct voting activities with electronic ballot
and digital vote instead of traditional paper printed bal-
lot. It makes the voting more convenient and increases
the efficiency of tallying votes with accuracy.

Various cryptography methods are implemented to pre-

serve the privacy and verifiability of e-voting [17,18]. The
first proposed method is termed as Mix-Nets that requires
complex algorithms to protect voting privacy and realize
public verification [7]. This was followed by blind signa-
ture based scheme, which depends on trusted signature
institutions in the voting process. This type of scheme is
not popular due to defects such as the complex of vot-
ing operation [1, 9, 13, 20]. Shamir secret sharing scheme
(Shamir SSS) is another common cryptography method
in e-voting. Shamir SSS splits secret digital information
(an integer, for instance) into multiple shares, only some
of which can restore the original secret information (the
integer) [31]. In another study [21], the vote is encrypted
via the ElGamal scheme, and the private key is shared
to multiple authority centers by SSS to decipher the vote
without restoring the key. Homomorphic cryptography is
a common technology to protect voting privacy. By ap-
plying homomorphic cryptography, ciphertext of the votes
tally are obtained via computing the ciphertext of votes,
and the votes tally results are then decrypted. Hirt et al.
used homomorphic cryptography to encrypt the vote, and
verified the encryption by voters to ensure that the vote
could not be tampered with [15]. In the scheme proposed
by Ihsan Jabbar et al. [16], different servers encrypt the
same ballot via homomorphic cryptography, then directly
compute the encrypted ballots and decrypt the result to
obtain the voting result. Literature [2] implements full
homomorphic encryption based e-voting on cloud infras-
tructure. Liu et al. [24] took the votes of different candi-
dates as Shamir SSS Lagrange polynomial coefficients and
combined the homomorphic operation to verify tally re-
sult. Although the traditional cryptography schemes ex-
hibit defects, such as high algorithm complexity, they are
used to construct the e-voting schemes based on emerging
technology to advance the progress in the field [3, 30].

Block-chain technology aims at that participants agree
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on a series of consecutive blocks of transactions, invoke
smart contract functions, and exchange assets [22, 36, 39,
42]. A few e-voting schemes apply block-chain to increase
voting security and reduce the complexity combining with
traditional cryptography methods. The schemes based on
bitcoin protocol are studied as one of the main technical
routes. This type of scheme necessitates the bitcoin for
voting. Lee et al. [19] proposed a scheme conducting e-
voting by means of bitcoin transaction with a third-party
qualification audit mechanism. In 2017, Cruz et al. [10]
proposed a block-chain e-voting scheme that adds ballot
information to content of the transacted bitcoin. Zhao et
al. [41] developed a voting system based on bitcoin with
a mechanism to incentivize voting and zero-knowledge-
proof on the vote commitment. Another type of e-voting
scheme is based on Ethereum, which requires economy
cost of Gas for the vote transaction [23,32,38]. The smart
contract constitutes a main technology of block-chain vot-
ing system. In the protocol developed by McCorry et
al. [26], the privacy of vote is protected via homomorphic
encryption and all votes are tallied by a smart contract.
Each voter broadcasts an encrypted vote , the legality
of which is verified by a non-interactive zero-knowledge-
proof. Literature [40] implements smart contract to verify
the validity of encrypted votes during most voting stages.
Currently, several voting systems based on block-chain
have been developed such as BroncoVotes [11] and Se-
cEVS [33].

The proposed scheme combines smart contract, Shamir
SSS and homomorphic encryption to make e-voting
privacy-preserving and verifiable. The bitcoin transac-
tion has low time efficiency and necessitates cost econ-
omy. Thus the scheme using bitcoin as a token for voting
is difficult to implement. E-voting based on Ethereum
also necessitates cost economy. In this study, an agent
generates electronic ballot as token for voting to a can-
didate that is similar to the scheme based on bitcoin. A
voter transfers vote to candidate as bitcoin transaction
that achieves the same credibility and lower cost. The
voting scheme always uses a complex algorithm, such as
zero-knowledge-proof, to provide proof of the validity of
the encrypted vote during the voting process. Thus, the
operating of voting becomes tedious and practically dif-
ficult. We avoided this problem by producing electronic
ballot and verifying its correctness prior to voting. Ad-
ditionally, by applying the designed electronic ballot and
tally method, the implementation of the smart contract
in the proposed scheme ensures reliability and efficiency
of the block-chain operation. The proposed scheme needs
further improvement for high efficiency when the voting
has numerous voters.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. The next
section gives the preliminaries used in the construction of
our e-voting scheme. Section 3 describes technical route
of the proposed e-voting scheme. Section 4 details the
proposed scheme and the security analysis of it. Section 5
provides experiments on the scheme. Finally, conclusions
are given in Section 6.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we briefly introduce Shamir SSS, ElGa-
mal encryption scheme, block-chain and bitcoin, smart
contract, and cast-or-audit method.

2.1 Shamir SSS

Shamir SSS implements (k, n) threshold scheme that al-
lows any k in all n secret shares to collaborate to retrieve
the secret [31]. Shamir SSS shares secret polynomials

f(x) = a0 + a1x + a2x
2 + · · ·+ ak−1x

k−1

to n shares (xi, f (xi)) such that 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and restores
the polynomials of f(x) via Lagrange interpolation poly-
nomial with k shares. In practical implementation, a0 in
f(x) is shared as a secret, and it is restored as follows:

a0 = (−1)
k−1

k∑
i=1

f(xi)

k∏
j=1,j 6=i

xj

xj − xi

The additive homomorphism of Shamir SSS is that the
shares of multiple shared values are added together to re-
store the sum of all the values. The restoration of the sum
of shared values are expressed by the formula as follows:

If s = FI(ti1 , ti2 , . . . , tik) and s′ = F ′I(t′i1 , t
′
i2 , . . . , t

′
ik),

then s + s′ = FI (ti1 + t′i1 , ti2 + t′i2 , . . . , tik + t′ik). FI

denotes Shamir SSS restoration algorithm, s and
s’ denote secret sharing values, {ti1 , ti2 , . . . , tik} and
{t′i1 , t′i2 , . . . , t′ik} denote the shares of s and s′ [6].

2.2 ElGamal Encryption Scheme

ElGamal encryption scheme [12] is public-key cryptogra-
phy and operated as follows.

1) Select a large prime q. Select numbers r and g that
are both less than q. Compute h = gr mod q;

2) Public key corresponds to h, private key corresponds
to r, and public parameters corresponds to g and q;

3) Plain text M should be encrypted. Select a random
integer k less than q, encrypt M to

(
gk,hkM

)
mod q;

4) Decrypt the ciphertext of M as

M =
[
hkM(gr)

−k
]
mod q.

ElGamal encryption exhibits the homomorphic prop-
erty as follows [8]. Character E symbolizes the en-
cryption process, M1 and M2 are plain texts. The
encryption of M1 and M2 corresponds to E (M1) =(
gk1 , hk1M1

)
and E (M2) =

(
gk2 , hk2M2

)
. It is de-

fined that k = k1 + k2. Because E (M1) × E (M2) =(
gk1+k2 , hk1+k2M1M2

)
and E (M1M2) =

(
gk, hkM1M2

)
,

it is proven that E (M1M2) = E (M1)× E (M2).
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2.3 Block-Chain and Bitcoin

Block-chain was proposed by an anonymous scholar
named ”Satoshi” on the digital currency paper on bit-
coin in 2007 [29]. Block-chain is an open ledger stored
and maintained by different nodes. Block-chain technol-
ogy realizes bitcoin trading without the participation of
a trust center. The transaction is shared and stored by
each node in the entire network. The bitcoin is the first
application of block-chain, which safely and anonymously
transacts electronic currency called bitcoin. Each bitcoin
owner transfers the coin to the next by signing a hash of
the previous transaction of the coin and the public key of
the next owner. The public in the network can verify the
signature to acquire bitcoin ownership. Sufficient com-
puting power is necessary to transact the bitcoin, and the
speed of transaction is low.

2.4 Smart Contract

The concept of intelligent contracts was first proposed
in 1994 by Nick Szabo, and defined as a set of digitally
specified commitments, including agreements on which
the contracting parties can enforce the commitments [34].
Block-chain provides a trusted computing environment,
and thus a smart contract is widely studied and imple-
mented. The essence of a smart contract corresponds to
code with specific transaction logic that runs on a block-
chain. The status and content of a smart contract are
public, and users of the chain can review the code to
confirm the function of the contract. If the contract is
confirmed, then it is not possible to tamper with the con-
tent of the contract [25, 27]. The smart contract runs on
all verification nodes in the block-chain. When compiled
and deployed, it can accurately respond to any parameter
input. The process of execution is irreversible and cannot
be forced to stop or interrupted midway [35,37].

2.5 Cast-or-Audit Method

Benaloh [4,5] elaborated this auditing approach to a sys-
tem where the verifier marks her choice, the prover pre-
pares the ballot. The verifier then chooses to either de-
crypt the prepared ballot, or to cast the prepared ballot.
Since the prover is irrevocably committed to a particular
encryption, and as the prover cannot predict whether the
verifier will choose to cast or audit, any cheating by the
prover has 50% chance of being audited (and, thus, de-
tected). By repeating the audit as often as desired, the
verifier can test the prover as often as desired and increase
its confidence in the correctness of the prover’s operation.
The cast-or-audit method processes as follows.

1) The verifier sends the ballot to the prover. The
prover encrypts the ballot with parameter and shows
the encrypted ballot to the verifier. Then the verifier
can choose two options: Cast or audit.

2) If the verifier chooses to audit the encryption, the
prover shows the encryption parameter to it, and the

verifier checks the encryption correctness. Then the
prover encrypts the ballot with another parameter
and the verifier chooses the options again.

3) If the verifier chooses to cast the ballot, it finishes
verifying the encrypted ballot. Then the encrypted
ballot is ready to be cast.

3 Technical Route of the Pro-
posed E-voting Scheme

In the study, the voting agent and the smart contract are
abbreviated as AGT and SC. We use a vote v of value
1, -1 or 0 to present yes vote, no vote or abstention vote
for a candidate, respectively. The value of v also presents
the difference between yes and no vote for the candidate.
When a voter votes yes to a candidate for which v = 1,
the candidate get 1 yes vote and 0 no vote. The difference
between yes and no votes of the candidate gotten from
this vote is 1, which equals the value of v. When a voter
votes no to a candidate for which v = −1, the candidate
get 0 yes vote and 1 no vote. The difference between yes
and no votes gotten from this vote is -1, which equals the
value of v. When a voter votes abstention to a candidate
for which v = 0, the candidate get 0 yes vote and 0 no
vote. The difference between yes and no votes of the
candidate gotten from this vote is 0, which equals the
value of v. The sum of v of all votes for a candidate
equals the sum of all difference between yes and no votes
for the candidate, from which the final voting result can
be computed correctly. The technical route is given as
follows:

1) Agent AGT generates the parameters of vote. A vote
v can be divided into two parameters, namely the
secret parameter e and public parameter u, product
of which equals to v. AGT randomly selects a number
corresponding to 1 or -1 as secret parameters e of the
vote. The public parameter u is generated by AGT
based on e. The parameters e and u of vote number
v is shown as Table 1.

2) Smart contract SC verifies the validation of the elec-
tronic ballot via the cast-or-audit method detailed
in Section 2.5. SC acts as a verifier and AGT acts
as a prover. AGT encrypts e with a parameter t to
EB(e, t) as an electronic ballot. AGT shows t and e
to prove the accuracy of each encryption. At the end
of verification, t and e in the encrypted ballot that is
ready to cast are maintained secret from SC.

3) AGT signs ID of the voter with EB(e, t), then sends
them with the signature to the voter.

4) AGT generates different public parameters u of the
vote based on e. AGT creates decryption parameters
DP (u, t) with t and all different u. AGT sends all
u and shares the corresponding DP (u, t) via Shamir
SSS to all voters.
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Table 1: Parameters and presentations of a vote

Vote Yes vote No vote
Difference between

yes and no vote
v = e×u e u

Yes 1 0 1 1
1 1
-1 -1

No 0 1 -1 -1
1 -1
-1 1

Abstention 0 0 0 0
1

0
-1

AGT chooses secret 

parameter and encrypts 

it to electronic ballot 

with an encryption 

parameter.

AGT assigns electronic 

ballot to a voter.

The voter casts a public 

parameter and the 

electronic ballot as its 

vote on SC. 

SC verifies accuracy of 

the electronic ballot.

The voter tallies all 
votes with electronic 

ballots on SC 
homomorphically.

The voter submits sum 

of its shares of 

decryption parameters to 

SC.

The voter computes the 

decryption data with the 

restoration of SC.

SC restores sum of 

decryption parameters.

AGT generates  

decryption parameter 

for tally. AGT shares 

decryption parameter to 

all voters with Shamir 

SSS.

Figure 1: Technical route of the scheme

5) Each voter chooses and submits one {u,EB(e, t)} as
vote, and the signature of its ID and EB(e, t) by
AGT to SC.

6) Each voter submits its sum of shares to SC, and SC
restores the sum of all shared DP (u, t). Then the
voter computes decryption data from restored sum
of all DP (u, t) on SC.

7) Voter tallies all votes saved on SC and decrypts the
result with decryption data via homomorphic compu-
tation method. The tally result corresponds to the
difference between the number of yes and no votes,
which leads to the number of yes and no vote with
the number of voters. The number of voters exclud-
ing the abandoning ones plus the sum of vote of this
scheme, and the result summary divides 2 is the num-
ber of yes votes.

The technical route of the scheme is shown in Figure 1.

4 Implementation of the Pro-
posed E-voting Scheme

The proposed scheme allows voters to vote from distance
with the device of their own. In the proposed scheme,
a voter can vote yes, no, and abstention to a candidate,
and is allowed to give up voting. It is assumed that m
voters are taking part in the voting. Each voter has its
own public and private keys for encryption and signature.
The signing operations by AGT and voter Vi are denoted
as SIGAGT and SIGi respectively. The hash operation
is denoted as HASH. This implementation shows the
voting approach of Vi for Cj , and voting of Vi for others
is the same.

4.1 Initialization

AGT generates its keys and parameters of the ElGamal
scheme. AGT generates the secret parameters of votes
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and encrypts them to electronic ballots, and the validity
of which is verified by SC. Additionally, AGT prepares
public parameters of different voting options for voters.

Step 1: As detailed in Section 2.2, AGT generates pa-
rameters and keys g, q, Ks, and Kp for ElGamal
scheme.

Step 2: With respect to Vi, AGT selects a secret param-
eter ei ∈ {−1, 1} and generates random encryption
parameter ti. After encrypting ei with ti to electronic
ballot that EB(ei, ti) = gei(Kp)

ti mod q, AGT in-
vokes SC to verify the accuracy of the encryption
with the method of cast-or-audit as shown in Sec-
tion 2.5.

Step 3: The decryption parameter DP (ui,j , ti) is defined
as DP (ui,j , ti) = kstiui,j . AGT computes 3 decryp-
tion parameters {DP (1, ti), DP (−1, ti), DP (0, ti)}
with public parameters {1,−1, 0}.

4.2 Registration

The voter registers with AGT to prove its eligibility.
AGT provides signed electronic ballot to the voter, and
shares decryption parameters. Vi verifies the correctness
of EB(ei, ti) and AGT proves it via the cast-or-audit
method detailed in Section 2.5.

Step 1: Vi sends its identification to AGT. If Vi is eli-
gible, AGT continues the process, or else it rejects
voting of Vi.

Step 2: Vi chooses an encryption EB(ei, ti)
recorded in SC. AGT provides ti and ei of
the EB(ei, ti) to Vi. Vi verifies the accuracy
of EB(ei, ti) and records ei. AGT makes sig-
nature SIGAGT (HASH (Vi, EB(ei, ti))) and
provides it to Vi for further operation. Then
AGT saves SIGAGT (HASH (Vi, EB(ei, ti))) and
{Vi, EB(ei, ti)} on SC for public checking.

Step 3: AGT shares all three decryption parameters
{DP (1, ti), DP (−1, ti), DP (0, ti)} with Shamir SSS
to all voters via network. The shares for voters are
denoted with corresponding public parameters 1, -1,
and 0.

Step 4: AGT permanently deletes shares of decryption
parameters, DP (ui,j , ti), and {ti, ei}.

4.3 Voting

After registration, Vi submits its vote to the smart con-
tract on its own device.

Step 1: Vi considers {Vi, EB(ei, ti), ui,j} as its vote
for Cj . Vi generates the transaction of vote
Transi,j = {Vi, EB(ei, ti), ui,j , Cj}. Vi signs the
hash of Transi,j to SIGi (HASH(Transi,j)), then
submits Transi,j and the signature to SC.

Step 2: After checking validity of {Vi, EB(ei, ti)} saved
by AGT in step 2 of the registration phase, SC verifies
the signature, hash, and whether ui,j ∈ {−1, 1, 0}. If
the verification is successful, SC records Transi,j and
SIGi (HASH(Transi,j)).

4.4 Tally Preparation

According the additive homomorphism of Shamir SSS, SC
restores the sum of decryption parameters with the sum
of shares submitted by voters. Vi computes decryption
data with the restoration of SC.

Step 1: Based on the vote transaction saved on SC, each
voter sums all the shares of DP (ui,j , ti) of voters who
cast votes, and submits the summary to SC.

Step 2: SC restores the sum of decryption parameter
DPj for Cj with the shares summary submitted by
different voters so that

DPj =

m∑
i=1

DP (ui,j , ti) = Ks

m∑
i=1

(tiui,j).

Step 3: Vi checks correctness of the restoration with the
shares on SC, and computes decryption data DDj

with DPj .

DDj = gDPj mod q = g
Ks

m∑
i=1

(tiui,j)
mod q.

4.5 Tally

Voter Vi tallies the votes on SC with the decryption data.

Step 1: Vi tallies saved votes of Cj on SC by computing
the following:

EBj =

m∏
i=1

(EB(ei, ti)
ui,j )

= g

m∑
i=1

eiui,j

g
Ks

m∑
i=1

(tiui,j)
mod q

EBj/DDj = g

m∑
i=1

eiui,j

mod q. (1)

Because the absolute value of
m∑
i=1

eiui,j is not exceed-

ing the number of all voters, it is easy to compute

Xj = g

m∑
i=1

eiui,j

from the result of EBj/DDj computed from Equa-
tion (1).

Step 2: The vote which is the difference between yes and
no votes of Vi voting for Cj is denoted as vi,j . The
sum of votes which is the sum of difference between
yes and no votes to Cj from all voters is denoted as
vj . SC computes vj as follows:

vj =

m∑
i=1

vi,j =

m∑
i=1

eiui,j = loggXj .
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Step 3: Vi counts the number aj of voters who voted ab-
stention or abstain from voting for Cj on the SC. It is
assumed that Cj gets the number of yj yes votes and
nj no votes from all voters. As detailed in Section 3,

because m − aj = yj + nj , Vi obtains yj =
m−aj+vj

2

and nj =
m−aj−vj

2 .

4.6 Scheme Analysis

In this section, based on all aforementioned methods, the
primary information security of the proposed scheme is
summarized as follows.

1) Eligibility: The voter registers its IDs with AGT, so
that only eligible voter can get the electronic ballot
signed by AGT to vote.

2) Privacy: At the end of the registration stage, AGT
permanently deletes the parameters and shares which
can reveal the vote or decrypt the information in
the transaction. The voting privacy is provided by
Shamir SSS and ElGamal encryption.

3) Verifiability: All encryptions of secret parameters
are verified by SC without revealing the encryption
parameters. Voter can check the verification pro-
gramme deployed on SC. The vote with its voter
and candidate are saved on the SC with signature
of AGT, and it is not possible to tamper with any
of the records without being discovered. According
to the smart contract records, each voter can verify
whether the voting result is correct.

4) Reliability: The scheme realizes a decentralized vot-
ing that is safe from attacks via internet. In the tally
preparation stage, SC can compute the decryption
data with submissions from only part of all voters,
number of which is equal or exceeding the sharing
threshold. Voters less than the threshold are unable
to effect the tally result without being discovered.

5) Efficiency: In the electronic ballot generation, the
encryption parameter, the secret parameter, and the
public parameter are chosen to be positive or neg-
ative. So the data size in the tally stage is limited
as the offset of positive or negative number via the
additive homomorphic computation. The tally effi-
ciency of the proposed scheme ensures its practical
implementation.

5 Experiments

We considered a voting that 7 voters vote for a candi-
date as example of the proposed scheme. Because that
the large size of data is difficult to be published in the
article, the experiment was performed with short param-
eters. We implemented the proposed scheme based on
Hyperledger Fabric 1.4 and the smart contract via the
chaincode mechanism. All the symbols in this section

have the same meaning with those in Section 4. The ex-
periment of all stages in the proposed scheme is detailed
as follows.

5.1 Initialization

Specifically, AGT chooses q = 10007, g = 1009, and
Ks = 1317 for ElGamal encryption scheme. Seven voters,
namely V1, V2, ..., V6, and V7 vote for candidate C1. Af-
ter verification of SC, the secret parameter ei, encryption
parameter ti and electronic ballot EB(ei, ti) of each voter
are listed in Table 2.

Table 2: Parameters and encryptions in the initialization
stage

i Vi ei ti EB(ei,ti)
1 V1 1 76176 6107
2 V2 -1 -73426 6799
3 V3 1 -45241 562
4 V4 -1 -88765 1013
5 V5 1 84314 7430
6 V6 -1 47838 2268
7 V7 -1 81653 6522

5.2 Registration

AGT generates decryption parameter DP (ui,1, ti) with
public parameter ui,1 such that ui,1 ∈ {−1, 1, 0} for 3
types of options. The decryption parameter DP (ui,1, ti)
that Vi and public parameter ui,1 of each voter voting for
C1 are listed in Table 3.

Table 3: Public parameters of votes and decryption pa-
rameters of votes

i Vi ui,1 DP(ui,1,ti)
1 V1 1 100323792
2 V2 -1 96702042
3 V3 1 -59582397
4 V4 0 0
5 V5 1 111041538
6 V6 1 63002646
7 V7 1 107537001

The votes and their parameters are listed in Table 4.

Table 4: The votes and their parameters

i Vi ui,1 ei vi,1 Vote
1 V1 1 1 1 Yes
2 V2 -1 -1 1 Yes
3 V3 1 1 1 Yes
4 V4 0 -1 0 Abstention
5 V5 1 1 1 Yes
6 V6 1 -1 -1 No
7 V7 1 -1 -1 No
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5.3 Voting

Each vote {Vi, EB(ei, ti), ui,j} cast for C1 is listed in Ta-
ble 5.

Table 5: Votes cast for C1

i Vi EB(ei,ti) ui,1

1 V1 6107 1
2 V2 6799 -1
3 V3 562 1
4 V4 1013 0
5 V5 7430 1
6 V6 2268 1
7 V7 6522 1

5.4 Tally Preparation

The SC restores the sum of decryption parameters DP1

for C1 as DP1 = 89766720. Vi computes the decryption
data DD1 = 3353.

5.5 Tally

For C1, Vi computes the sum of difference between yes
and no votes v1, the abstention vote a1, the yes vote y1,
and the no vote n1 with decryption data DD1 and the
ballots multiplicative value EB1. These data are listed in
Table 6.

Table 6: Data and result of the tally

DD1 EB1 v1 a1 y1 n1

3353 8508 2 1 4 2

Because y1 = 4, n1 = 2, and a1 = 1, the voting result
is obtained as 4 yes votes, 2 no votes and 1 abandon vote,
which are in consistent with all votes from voters shown
in Table 4. So the correctness of the proposed scheme is
experimented.

6 Conclusion

In the study, we proposed a novel e-voting scheme based
on smart contract designed to ensure voting privacy and
verifiability. In this scheme, the electronic ballot is gen-
erated as the token for voting to a candidate. Hence,
the scheme is more cost-effective than the bitcoin-based
and Ethereum-based scheme. Using the electronic ballot
generated from encrypted secret parameter of vote with
verification by a smart contract, this scheme does not ne-
cessitate complex zero-knowledge-proof during the voting
period and is more practical. The proposed scheme re-
alizes decentralization during vote casting and tallying,
therefore attacking via network become very difficult. It
achieves primary key security requirements of e-voting.

On-site registration should be discussed if there is a
need for increasing information security such as receipt-
freeness. On a physical site, it is possible to achieve more
protection for voters against leaking voting information.
The proposed scheme needs further improvement on the
secret sharing scheme to be applied to large scale e-voting
of numerous voters with high efficiency.
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